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When the lobsters are brought to the shore, Johnny ties his crates together and 
leaves them in the water among other fishermen's crates, all awaiting the arrival of
the buyer. When the truck comes, the crates are hauled up, weighed and sold. 
away if somebody set on another man's ter? ritory. I think it's a good rule. And the
reason it was started was to avoid this wrangling and hauling each other's traps and
growling about it, one fellow accusing the other.  They used to have a superstition
here, if you wore grey mitts • I never paid any at? tention to it • but they said
something would happen to you before the season would be over • disaster of some
nature. And they didn't like to see a woman coming to the shore. That's when I
started fishing first. And white mitts were worn. But there isn't a word about that
today. (And was there a superstition about sod?) Not a superstition. Some people
can't urinate in a boat (over the side). But if they took a piece of sod and stood on it
• they could. (I thought the piece of sod would protect  you if you found a body at
sea.) Oh, that was supposed to be terrible hard luck. I never heard anything about
the sod, but it was supposed to be bad luck to find a body at sea. And there were
stories of things that happened to people that found a body •  they were dead
themselves bedTore the year was over. I suppose they died through ner? vousness.
They were supposed to die anyway. I know I used to hear my mother talk about
that. She was from New Campbellton • there was somebody over there found a
body and he died before the year was out. It was awful hard luck anyway. Different
times fishing, I'd see something. I'd certainly take the body, if it was one, but I'm
tel? ling you I was scared it was going to be one. Lots of things that looked an awful
lot like a body • but when you'd come to it, it was something else.  Edited &
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